Testive for Educators

Testive in the RUReady.ND.gov Professional Center!

Track your students’ test prep progress and have access to the following reports:

- Score Improvement Report
- Total Questions Practiced Over Time Report
- Completed Practice Test Report
- Past Weekly Practice Report

To access Testive:

1. Open Google Chrome or Safari (Testive is optimized for use with these browsers.)


3. Click the Testive link located on the right-hand side of the Professional Center home screen.

4. Click on “Get Started.” First-time users will need to accept the Statement of Understanding.

5. Use the menu on the left to view all students, individual students, or create a group.

IMPORTANT ITEMS TO KNOW:

- GOOGLE CHROME or SAFARI are the preferred Internet browsers for using Testive. Internet Explorer (IE) DOES NOT work well with Testive. Additionally, other browsers used with Testive experience several error messages.
- Students must login to Testive through RUReady.ND.gov to populate the Testive Professional Center.
- Students must take an ACT practice test or do significant work before the Testive Professional Center populates student information.
- Testive does not have a student shadow account like RUReady.ND.gov. Testive will revert back to the Testive Professional Center when used with your student shadow account.